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A gra~h is wen-covered if it has no isolated vertices and all the maximal stable (iadependent) 
sets have the same cardinality. If fm'thermore this cardinality is equal to ½n, where n is the 
order of, he graph, the graph is called 'veE¢ well covered'. The class of very well-covered graphs 
contains in particular the bipartite well-covered graphs tudied by Ravindra. In th'h article, we 
characte~ ize the very well covered-graphs and give some of ~heir properties. 
U,  g'ar~he est dit bien couvert s'il est sans sommets i ol6s et si tous ses ensembles stables 
(ind6pendants) maximaux ont la mdme cardinalit6. Si, de plus, cette cardinal~t~ est ~n, ot~ n 
d6sie, ne le nombre de sommets du graphe, le graphe st appel6 'tr~s bien couveW. La classe des 
graphes t~es bien couverts contient en particulier les graphes bipartis bien couverts 6tudi~s par 
Rav~ndra D~as cet article, nous caract~risons los grapbes tr~s bien converts et ~t~blissort,, 
cel'.aine.~ Celeurs propri6t6s. 
O. lntrc~d~c~jan 
In whai fot'iows, G will denote  a simple undirected ga-aph G(V, E) of order  
n--Ivl. 
A stable !9. ind~p~endent) ~et S is a set of  nonadjacent  vertices. ~'  (resp. t~) wLll 
denote  the m~nimtlm (resp. maximum) cardinality of a maximal stable set. 
D is a dominating set if and only if every point of V -D  is adjacent o a point  
of D. W.~ v,,ilt denote by ~/ (resp. F) the min imum (resp. maximum) cardinality of 
a minim:d dominat ing set. 
Let u~ c!e~ote by F(x) the set of  vertices adjacent to x and, more generally, 
F(A)  = ~.~ F(x) for A m V. A vertex x of A is said to be redundant in A ~7 
x U F(x)~ U(A-  x)U {A-  x}. A set I of vertices containing no rednndagd v~rtex 
is call,~d firedundant. Equivalently,  I is J rredundant ff eve~, point  of I e ither is 
adjacent o no other  point o f / ,  or is adjacent o a point of V -  I itself adjacent o 
no other point  of L We will denote by ir (resp. IR) the min imum (resp. maximum) 
cardinality of a maximal i r redundant set. 
The different parameters  a, a ' ,  T, F, ir, IR have already been studied in many 
articles (see [2] for example). In particular we have the following relations,: 
maximal stable set dominant  & irredundant ::> irredundant maximal 
stable & dominant  ::~ dominant  minimal 
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Therefore 
A simple graph is said to be well covered if it has no isolated vertex and if 
a ::o'. that is every maximal stable set is maximum. This notion has been 
introduced by Plummer in 1970 [5] and studied for bipartite graphs by Ravindra 
in 1977 [6] and also by Berge [1]. In t~articular it has been shown in [1] that well 
covered graphs are quasLregularizable. A graph is quasiregu]ru'izable if one can get 
a regular multigraph of non zero degree by eventually deleting some of its edges 
and replacing th,~ other ones by several pal-allel edges. A graph is quasiregtdariza- 
ble if and only if IF(S)I ~ ]SJ for every stable S of G;  this is equivalent to say that 
for every stable set S of G there exists a matching of all of S into V -  S. We wiU 
show that a similar characterization can be obt~ained by replacing 'stable set' by 
"irredundant set'. 
0 .L  l~roposgdon. A simple graph G( V, E), is quasiregularizable (f and only if, for 
every irredundant set I of G, there exists a matching of all of I into V -  I, 
Proof. l,~;t G be a qua~iregularizable graph, I an irredundant set of G and S the 
set of isolated points of I (possibly empty). S is a stable set and there exists a 
ma-:ching between S and V -S ,  and there[ore between S and V - I .  Furthermore 
every point x of I -S  is adjacent o a point x' of V- I  where x'C..F(l-x), In 
particular x'E V - I -F (S )  and then, altogether, we get a matching of all of I into 
V -  L The converse is clear as every stable set is irredundant. 
0.2, Corollary. For eve~ quasiregularizable graph'G(V, E) of order n, IR~<½n. 1~ 
IR ~½n, then F = IR. 
Proof. The existence of a matching between a maximum irredundant set 1 and 
V - [ shows that IR<~n. If we have equality, I is irredundant and dominant and 
therefore minimal dominant and so III ~;F. But F~<IR for every graph and then 
F ~: IR. 
We will consider here well covered graphs of even order n which moreover 
satisfy cd = a = ~n, and which we will call 'very well covered'. This class of graphs 
includes in particular bipartite well covered graphs [6], but also other ones (see 
example Fig. 1). In ~;uch graphs we have a '=a- -F=IR=~n.  The aim of this 
article is to characterize those graphs and give some of their properties. As every 
connected component (.7~ of a very well covered graph G is also very well covered 
(indeed the maximal stable se.ts of G are the unions of the maximal stable sets of 
the G~}, we will only deal with connected very well covered graphs; one can easily 
generalize this. 
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c[ rtx)l 
r(x) = r(clr(x)l} 
Fig. 1. 
1. Uaaraaer~l ion ot 1,ery well t.over~l gr~hs 
1.1. l[~epe~"~ {P), Let G be a graph w'th a perfect matching C We will denote 
by C(x) the point adiacent to x in C and C(A)= U~A C(x) far every A c V 
(therefore v~:e have C[C(A)] = A). We will say that C satisfies property (P) if, for 
every p~hlt x of V, 
(y~-:F(x),y~C(x)) ~ (yd/"[C(x)] and y~F(z)Vz~F[C(x)]).  
(P) signifies that every neighbour of a point x, other than its matched point C(x), 
is not adja,:ent to C(x) but is adjacent to all neigh_bours of C(x). 
1.2. ll~et~er~. For a simple graph G( V, E), the [oUowing properties are equivalent: 
(i) G is very well covered. 
(ii) T$~ere xists a perfect matching in G which satislies the property (P). 
(iii) T~ere xists at least one perfect matching in G, and every perfect matching of 
G sati~e~ ', (P). 
Proot. (i)~(iii). Let G(V, E) be a very well covered graph of order n and S be a 
maximal ~table set of G. As ISl=½n, a matching between S and V-S  will be a 
perfect matching of G. Consider any perfect matching C of G. Every maxima~ 
stable set, of n elements, contains exactly one vertex of every pair (x, C(x)). Let 
y ~ r(x), y ~ C(x) and z ~ tiC(x)], z ~ x. Every maximal set containing y also 
contains C(x) since it doesn't contain x and then yeF[C(x)] and y~r(z) .  
Therefore C satisfies (P). 
(iii) => (ii). Immediate. 
(ii) ~ (i). A graph G containing a perfect matching C is of even order, has no 
isolated vertex, and every stable set has at most ½n elements. L~t us suppose that 
C satisfies (P) and that there exists a r~.o_xir~,al stable set S and a pair (x, C(x)) 
with no point in S. As S is maximal, x~S~3y,  yeSf3F(x)  and C(x)¢S~3z ,  
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z e S n F[C(x)]. From (P), y # z since y¢ F[C(x)], and y ~ F(z) which is impossi- 
ble since S is a stable set. Therefore every maximal stable set contains a point of 
every pair (x, C(x)) and has ½n elements. So G is very well covered. 
1.3. Corollary. In every well cove : ? ~;,aph G( V, E), we have F{C[F(A)]} = F(A) 
jot every perfect matching C and ev~:ry A ~ V. 
Proof. As C(A) c F(A) then A c CrF(A)] and 
r (A~ ~ r{c[r(A)JI. 
Conversely, let z e F{C[F(A)]}.. z is adjacent to a point y of C[F(A)] and 
C(y)e F(A). If z = C(y), then z e F(A). If z, ~ C(y), then, by property (P), z is 
adjacent Io all the neighbours of C(y) and therefore to a point of A ;  we have 
again z e: I '(A). 
1.4. Corollary. i'n a very well c cJvered graph, for every perfect matching and every 
point x. F(x)f'l C[F(x)] = O av? C[F(x'q is a stable set. 
ProolL If y e F~x),c'lC[F(x)], then y and C(y) are adjacent to x which is 
impossible. From Corollary 1.3, F(x)nC[F(x)]=O can be written as 
F{C[l'(x)]}n C[F(xl] = O which shows that C[F(x)] is stable. 
1.5. Corollar~y (Ravindra [6]). A bipartite graph G is well covered if and only if 
there exists in G a l~'rfect matching C such that, for every pair (x, C(x)), the 
subgraph induced by F(x)U F[C(x)] is complete bipartite. 
ProoL If G is bipartite well covered, it is '~ery well covered and in this case the 
property (P) can be reduced to 
Vx ~ V, (y e r(x), y # c(x)) ~ (y e F(z), Vz e v[C(x)]). 
2. Reductk, n of very well covered ~phs  
2.1. Equiv~lent~ rehltion. Let C be a perfect matching of a very well covered 
graph G. We will say that x and y are equivalent if either x = y or if x ~ F[C(y)] 
and ~, ~ f'[C(x)~] (or, equivalently, C(y) c / ' (x )  and C(x) E F(y)). 
This relation is an equivalence relation. Indeed if y#x is equivalent to x and 
x¢: z is equivalent o z, then y~ F[C(x)] and C(z)~F(x); therefore, from (P), 
y ~ l'[C(z~]. Also, similarly, z ~ F[C(x)] and C(y)e F(x); therefore z ~ F[C(y)]. 
Then y and z are equivalent. We will denote by X the class of equivalence of x. 
The equivalence classes satisfy the following properties (which are consequences 
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of the definitions and of property (P)): 
P~: The equivalence classes form a partition of V into stable sets. 
P2: The class of C(x) is C(X); the subgraph induced by Xt.JC(X) is complete 
bipartite with Ix l  = I¢(x) [ .  
Let us suppose now that there exists an edge between X and Y with Y¢ C(X), 
then: 
P3: The subgraph induced by XU Y is complete bipartite. 
P4: There is no edge between X and C(Y). 
P~: There is no edge between C(X) and C(Y). 
P6: If furthermore there exists one edge between C(X) and Z, then there is an 
edge between Y and Z. 
From properties P~, Pz, P3, one can associate to the graph 13 the quotient graph 
G~ obtair~ed by replacing each class X of G by one vertex called X; two vertices 
are joined in G~ ff there exists an edge between the two classes X and Y in 13, 
which ;,s ~,quivalent by P3 to say that the subgraph of G induce~ by X U Y is 
complete b~partite. 
2.2. l~,oF~s~ol~., G~ is very well covered. 
That fo~k, ws from P4 and P6. 
2.3. Thez, w.m. G~ is the same for every choice of a perfect matching in G. 
Proof. If C is a perfect nmtching in G and X a class, it is sufficient to show that 
every oth~l perfect matching in G matcihes X with C(X) (not necessarily in the 
same way as C). Let x be a vertex of G, X the class of x for a perfect matching C. 
As F{C~r(X)]} = F(X) (Corollary 1.3) and It(X01 = Ic[r(xoJt ,  every other perfect 
matchit~g of G matches also the points of F(X) with those of C[F(X)], and in 
particL'.tar the points of C(X), included in F(X), with points of C[F(X)] (Fig. 1). 
But, a'; r~c~ point of C(X) is joined to C[ f ' (X) ] -X  (property P~), every perfect 
matching of G matches X with C(X). 
Theorem 2.3 shows that to a very well covered graph one can associate, in a 
unique way, an irreducible very well covered graph. Conversely, let tLs considcr 
the foUowing operation: in a graph G, which has a perfect matching C, replace a 
vertex x by a stable set S and C(x) by a stable, set S' with ISt = [S'[. Then join 
every point of S to every point of S' and to every vertex y adjacent to x in G. 
Also join every point of S' to every point z adjacent to C(x) in G. This operation 
is a particular case of the join ,of graphs and one can denote the graph obtained by 
S.S" Gx.c(x) (see [4] for example). Then we get immediately the following proposition: 
2.4. Proposition. If G is very well covered, s.s, G,,,co,> is also very well covered. 
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Moreover one can get al~ very well covered graphs from irreducible very well 
covered graph:~ by applying the above operation to the different mateheai points 
(x, C(x)). 
]'n summary, ~o study very well covered graphs (in particular to study their 
properties) one can only study the irreducible ones. Those are characterized by 
the following lh:eorem: 
~,.~;. "l~e~rem. The following properties are extuivalent: 
(i) G is a "cery well covered irreducible. 
(ii) G h~ , per[ect matching C which satisfies the properties (P) and Ps: 
.~ ~ F(y) -:-> C(x)~ F[C(y)]. 
(iii) G has ~z unique per[ect matching and this matching satisfies (P). 
Remark. Ps means that G does not contain a cycle Ca with two edges of the 
matching C. 
] l~of  of 2.$, (i)::'>(ii). This is a consequence of the properties P~. 
(ii)->(iii). If C satisfies P~, each class consists of a unique vertex. From the 
proof of 2.3, .every perfect matching matches X with C(X) and then G has a 
unique perfec! matching. 
,iiii)~(i). "l~eorem 1.2 shows that G is very well covered. If G has a unique 
perfecl matching, each class consists of a unique point and ti~en G is irreducible. 
3. Degrees i~n an h'reduclble very well covered graph 
We will deno'te ~ ~he only vertex matched to x in an irreducible very we;ll 
covered graph, d(x) the degree of a vertex x. and 8 (resp. A) the minimum (resp. 
maximum) degree of G. 
3.1. l~roposiitlon. A'n irreducible very well covered connected graph of order n has 
tile foUowing properties: 
(1) For each z in V, (y~I ' (z) ,  y~ ~.)~d(~)<d(z).  
(2) Every vertex has at least a neighbour matched to a vertex of degree 1. 
Therefore 8 = I. 
(3) ~[ d(z) --: a, d(e) = 1. 
(4) zl-<-½~a ar,.d Zl>2 if n>4. 
(5) I[ G has q vertices o[ degree ~, q>~2 and q<~½n i[ Gy~ K~. 
(6) I[ q=:2, then n =za and G is bipartite. If q>2, then n~q(A-1) .  
ilh~o|. {l)q_,el z be a vertex of G and y~F(z) ,  y~g,  Every neighbour x of $~ is 
also neighbour of z and therefore F(~)cF(z) .  The inclusion is strict because 
gdF(~) (property Ps) and therefore d(~)<d(z). The properties (2) to (5) can be 
proved in lhe same manner (see [3]). 
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Fig. 2. 
(6) Let z be a point of G with d(z)= A. Then d(~)= 1 (3) and there ,~x~ists 
y s F(z) such that d(~)= 1 (2). Let us suppose that there exists a z eG with 
d(z)=,.~ such that z has an unique neighbour y#z  with d (9)= l .  For each 
x e F(z), ~ has all its neighbours in F(z) and has a neighbour matched with a 
vertex o~ degree 1. This neighbour of x is necessarily . Therefore 'F(y)= r('-T). 
Thea l '(z) and F(z') are stable sets (Corollary 1.4); no point of F (y )= F(z) is 
joined ¢o V -F (y )  (Corollary 1.3); and, as G is connected, V = F(z)Ol '(z) ,  G is 
bi~partit~, q = 2 and A = n. 
If q :~ 7., z satisfies this hypothesis and so A = n and G is bipartite. If q > 2, 
ever~ vertex of degree /t has at least two neighbours matched to a vertex of 
degr~;e 1. Then, q and A given, let us determine the maximum order of G. Let ~ ,  
y'-~- . . . . .  ~,~" be the q vertices of degree 1. Each vertex y~ of degree A is adjacent o 
~, a:, le;~,~: t two other vertices Yi, and at most A -3  other vertices of G. Each vertex 
y~ with ,,"(y~)~<A-1 is adjacent to ~, at least an other vertex y~ and al mos: 
(n - ~ ) - 2 = A -- 3 other vertices of G. As every vertex of G is adjacent o a y~, G 
will have 2q vertices y~ and ~ and at most (A -  3)q otl~er vertices. Therefore 
n <~ (.~ - 1)q. 
"~lis proof can be used also to show that the bound is the best possible and to 
col~,~tr~ct all graphs for which ~n = [½(A - l )q] (see [3]). The graph given in Fig. 2 
is an example of such a graph with A = 6, q = 6~ n = 30. 
We wiil wow give again a characterization f well covered trees due to Ravindra 
[61. 
3.2. Proposition. A tree T (T# K2) is well covered if and only if it has an even 
order and ½n vertices of degree 1. 
Proof. A tree T is bipa;tite and then, if it is well covered, it is very well covered 
and moreover irreducible since it has no cycle. So its order is even and it has at 
most ½n vertices of degree 1. If it has less tt:an ½n such vertices, there exists a pair 
(x~ ~) with d(x)> 1 and d(£)> I. 
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Let y e F(x), y 4= 2 and z ~ F(2), z :fix. From property (P) y and z are adjacent 
which is impossible since x y z ~ x would be a cycle of T. 
Conversely, the perfect matching consisting of the pendenl edges satisfies (P). 
However, an i~educible very well covered graph of order n which has ½n 
vertices of degree 1 is not necessarily a tree. For an example see Fig. 3. 
4. Degrees in very well covered graphs 
~t,1. Proposit~,n. In a very well cow,red connected graph, if x is a vertex of 
minimum degree ~, ~hen the vertex ~ which represents the class of x in the 
associated irreducible graph G~ is of d,egree 1. 
ProoL For every vertex x of G, d(x)=~.~,~r~lXi{, where Xj is the class of xj 
taken only once. 
If G is complete bipartite, G~ = K2 a~d every vertex in G~ has degree 1. If G is 
not complete bipartite, there exist vertices of degree at least 2 in G~. Let us show 
that for every verter~ x which class has a degree at least 2 in G i, there exists a 
vertex of degree less than d(x), which shows that d(x)~ ~. Indeed there exists 
y ~ F(x), y¢ f f  such that the class Y has degree 1 in G~ (Proposition 3.1). Then 
d(x)~lXl  + lYl> [YI = d(f) >~& 
We will give the two following corollaries without proof. 
4.2. Corollary. In a very well covered graph, ~ =inf~x,~=l Ixil where di(Xi) is the 
degree of X i in Gi. 
4.3. Corollary. In a very well covered graph of order n, either ~ = ½n and then G is 
complete bipartite, or 8 <~ n/2q where q is the number of vertices of degree 1 of the 
irreducible associated graph Gi. 
In the following proposition, we generalize a result established by Ravindra for 
well covered bipartite regular graphs [6] and by Berge for well covered bipartite 
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regulari~zable graphs [4]. Recall that  a graph is regularizable if one can get a 
regular multigraph of nonzero degree by  multiplying each of i ts  edg~ by an 
nonzero integer, Then a regular ~aph is regularizable. One possible characteriza- 
tion is that G is regularizable if and only if for every stable set S of G, Isl~lr(s)l, 
and Isl = I r ( s ) l~/ ' [ / ' ( s ) ]= S. Regularizable graphs are studied in [4]. 
4.4. Proposition. A very well covered connected graph is regularizable if and only 
if it is complete bipartite. 
Proof. If G is complete bipartite, it is very well covered and regular. 
Conversely let G be a very well covered connected regularizable graph. A class 
X of c~egree 1 in the irreducible associated graph G~ is a stable set which satisfies 
F(X)= X, that is to say !F(X) I =IX[ which implies / ' [F(X)]=X. Since G is 
com~ected, V= XO3~ and G i~ complete bipartite. 
5. ~ainaf ing and irredundant sets in very well covered graphs 
5d.  P~r~aosilion. If G is a very well covered connected graph, with G ¢ K:, then 
i r (G)~q where tt is the number of classes of degree 1 in the associated irredt~cible 
very well covered graph Gi. 
Proof. l~ suffices to show that every maximal irredundant set I contains at I~.'ast q 
vertice:~. Remark that if I contains a vertex b, either b is isolated in I and ! 
contai~l~, all the vertices of the class B of b; or b has a neighbour adjacent to no 
other Certex of I, and I does not contain any other vertex of B since these vertices 
have the same neighbours than b. 
If (~ is complete bipartite with G ~/(2, then q = 2. Either I is a stable set of 
~n ~-" 2 vertices, or contains two adjacent vertices and III ~>2. 
I~ G is not complete bipartite, let Yi, 1 <~j<~q, be the q classes with di(Y~)= 1. 
We will find an injective application from the set of q pairs (Yj, ~)  into I. 
Le,.z us take first, if there exists, someone, a pair (Y, ~') with d($:'),=l and 
(Y tJ ~/)n I = ~. Since I is maximal, for each ~ ~ Y, ILI ~ is redundant. B,',at ~, 
isolated in I O g, is irredundant. Therefore there exists at least a vertex b in ~ 
redundant I _J ~. b is not isolated in I otherwise it would be adjacent o g and 
then element of Y, contrary, to the hypothesis Yt'~I=f~. Then ICIB ={b} and b 
has neighbours in V - / ,  adjacent o no other point in L but adjacent o ~. All 
these neighbours are the vertices of Y. The vertex b will be associated to the pair 
d~(B)>~IBI+IYI> L 
Let us also show that di(/])> 1. If Ial = IBI = 1, either be L or g~ I and then 
di(/~)> 1 otherwise g would be redundant in I. If IB I= I / ] I> I ,  since all the 
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vertices of/~ are adjacent o the vertex b o f / ,  I contains at most one vertex in/~. 
I~ the two cases, either d(B) > 1, or /~ contains a vertex c not in I, c, adjacent o 
b, but not to i~, is adjacent to another vertex of I, not in B, :and therefore 
d~(/~) > 1. 
In the same way, to another pair (Z, Z.), with d(Z)= 1 and (ZOZ)N I=~,  is 
associated a vertex d of I. The vertices of Y, adjacent o b, ,are not adjacent o 
since d~(~):= 1; then b is irredu,ndant in IU~'  and d ,is different from b.  
Let us take now the pai]~ ('/, "P) with di('F) = 1 and (TO'T")rlI:/:O. Such a pair 
is not a pair (B,/~) conside.red before, since di(B)> 1 and d~(/i)> 1. We will 
associate to (T, "F) one ve1:.ex of (TO "F)NI. So the injeetive application is we!l 
defined; therefc,re III ~ q and ir(G) ~ q. 
5.2. l~ml~nff~n. Let G be a very well covered graph, and ~,  1 ~ ] ~ q, the vertices 
o[ degree 1 in the associated irreducible graph. Then every subgraph A containing 
one vertex of each class Yj is a dominating set. 
Favor. Let z be a vertex of G, with clas-3 Z in the associated irreducible graph. 
From Proposition 3.1, Z has a neighbour Yr z is adjacent o all the vertices inthe 
class Y~ and tht;refore to a point of A. 
5.3. "I'n~mrem, Let G be a very well covered connected graph, with G ~ /(2, then 
ir = ~ = q where q is the number of vertices of degree 1 in the associated irreducible 
graph. 
Proof. From Propositions 5.1 and 52,  i r~q and 3,~<q. In every graph ir~<3, and 
therefore ir = 'y = q. 
5.4. Remark. 1he reader can lind other results in [3]. In particular it is proved 
that if G is a ~ery well covered irreducible graph, then its number of edges is 
m <~n(n +2) aJld that the diameter of a very well covered graph is less than or 
equal to q+ 1. t 
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